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Introduction

Algebraic high�level nets ���� �� ��� ��� ��� �� �� ��� �� ��	 have been introduced in order
to exploit the rich theory of algebraic speci�cations ���� �� ��	 for high
level Petri nets�
Besides the use of algebraic speci�cations most formalizations of algebraic nets have one
feature in common the number of tokens �owing through a particular arc when the
corresponding transition occurs is always the same � in whichever mode the transition
occurs� We say the arcs of this kind of algebraic nets have �xed arc�weight ���	� For
modelling distributed algorithms this �feature� turned out to be disadvantageous� This
will be demonstrated by a simple example in Sect� �� A restricted version of �exible
arc�weights ��exible arcs for short� has already been introduced in P
Graphs ��� �� �	 and
been indicated as a possible extension for algebraic nets ���	� Here� we formalize a more
general version of �exible arc� the idea of which can already been found in ��	� We call
the resulting class algebraic system nets� The P�invariant calculus of Reisig ���	 can be
adapted to algebraic system nets� which will be demonstrated in a forthcoming paper ���	�
We add two more features to algebraic system nets� which have been shown to be nec

essary for adequately modelling distributed systems ���	 the distinction of progress and
external transitions and fair arcs ���	�

When talking about a distributed algorithm we actually do not talk about a single al

gebraic system net� but a class of algebraic system nets� The reason is that distributed
algorithms usually work for di�erent communication networks� with varying numbers of
nodes� In order to deal with a class of algebraic net systems we introduce algebraic net

schemes� where the algebra over which a net is interpreted may vary� This aspect was
one of the reasons for introducing algebraic nets ���	�

The paper is organized as follows In Sect� � we informally introduce algebraic system
nets by two examples� These examples motivate the necessity of �exible arc
weights and
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of progress and fairness� Section � gives a self
contained formalization of algebraic system
nets and their runs including all prerequisites from algebraic speci�cations and net theory�
Nevertheless� we expect some basic knowledge of both theories�

� Two Examples

Before introducing algebraic system nets formally we give two informal examples� The
�rst example motivates the need for �exible arc
weights� the second motivates the need
for the distinction of external and progress transitions and for fair arcs� These examples
will be formalized in Sect� ��

��� A minimum distance algorithm

The �rst algorithm works on a network of agents where some distinguished agents are
so
called roots of the network� The algorithm computes for each agent of the network
the minimal distance from a root� This algorithm was inspired by a simple spanning tree
algorithm ��	�
We denote the set of agents by A� the set of distinguished root
agents by R � A� the set of
other so
called inner agents is denoted by I � A nR� The underlying network is denoted
by N � A � A� The algebraic net system �� shown in Fig� � models the behaviour of
each agent x � A�
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Figure � A minimum distance algorithm ��

Initially� a root
agent x � R sends a message to each neighbour in the network� In this
message he informs his neighbours that they have distance � from a root �viz� from x

himself�� The agent x � R makes an entry for himself that his distance from a root is
�� This behaviour is modelled by transition t� of �� A message m to an agent y � A

is represented as a pair �y�m� on place messages� This pair can be interpreted as a
letter addressed to y containing the message m� If y�� � � � � yn are the neighbours of x in
the communication network� M�x� �� denotes the set of pairs� ��y�� ��� � � � � �yn� ��	 � one

�The use of square brackets indicates that actually we use multisets� rather than sets�
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Figure � A network of three agents

letter for each neighbour�
An inner agent x � I waits until he receives a letter from one of his neighbours� When
he receives a letter �x� n� he accepts the distance n� in addition he sends a message n� �
to each of his neighbours� This behaviour is modelled by transition t��
When an agent x � A receives another letter �x� n� with a distance n which is shorter than
the one he currently knows� he accepts the new distance n and sends the new distance
n � � to each of his neighbours� This behaviour is modelled by transition t�� where the
transition inscription n � m guarantees that the new distance is shorter than the old one�
Altogether� this behaviour guarantees that eventually each agent knows his minimal dis

tance to a root � if there is a path to some root at all� The minimal distance n of an
agent x � A is represented as a pair �x� n� on place distance�

Let us consider how messages are sent out in �� in more detail As we said above� sending
a message m to an agent x is modelled as a pair �x�m� on place messages � in our
example m is a number representing distance� In order to get a simple and concise Petri
net model of the algorithm we have modelled the sending of a message to all neighbours
by a single transition� this is possible because M�x� �� resp� M�x� n� represents a set of
letters � one for each neighbour� Of course� the set denoted by M�x� n� depends on
the agent x and the underlying network N � For the network shown in Fig� � we have
M�a� n� � ��b� n�� �c� n�	� M�b� n� � ��c� n�	� and M�c� n� � �	 for each n � IN� For this
network the number of pairs �letters� inM�x� n� varies for the di�erent agents� Therefore�
the number of tokens ��owing through� the arc from t� to messages varies between � and
�� This is a typical example for a �exible arc� The �exible arcs of �� cannot be represented
in many formalizations of algebraic nets �e�g� ���	��
Of course� it is possible to model the above algorithm by a conventional algebraic net�
For example� one could send the messages to each neighbour one after the other� But�
the resulting algebraic net has more transitions and is more complicated than ��� the
simplicity of �� results from the use of �exible arcs� Moreover� sending the messages to
each neighbour in some �xed order is a design decision� which is completely irrelevant for
the correctness of the algorithm� In this sense the above model represents the algorithmic
idea more concisely�
Since sending messages is a basic feature of many distributed algorithms �cf� ���	� we
should be able to represent it immediately in an algebraic system net�
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Figure � A simple algorithm for mutual exclusion ��

��� Mutual exclusion

Let us consider another example� which motivates two other features of algebraic system
nets� Again� we have a set of agents A� The algorithm� guarantees that two agents are
never in their so
called critical section at the same time �mutex�� For simplicity we present
the well
known semaphore solution�
The algorithm is modelled by the algebraic system net �� shown in Fig� �� Initially� no
agent is in his critical section� When an agent x � A wants to enter his critical section�
he requests access �transition t��� He may enter the critical section� when he can get hold
of the key �transition t��� since there is only one key �represented as a conventional black
token� mutual exclusion is guaranteed� Eventually� the agent leaves the critical section
and returns the key �transition t���
The decision of an agent to enter the critical section is in some sense up to a not modelled
environment� Therefore� we call transition t� external� which is graphically represented as
a shaded square� An external transition need not occur in a run � even when continuously
enabled� For the other transitions we assume that they must eventually occur� when
continuously enabled� Therefore� we call the other transitions progress transitions� For
example an agent may not stay in his critical section forever� the progress transition
t� must eventually occur� By help of external transitions we can formalize Dijkstra�s
��	 requirement� that a mutex
solution should work even when some agents will stop to
request access to the critical section �cf� ���	��
Another concept incorporated in algebraic system nets is fairness� Consider the situation
where an agent a enters the critical section over and over again and agent b requests access
to the critical section� but� agent a always snatches away the key such that b can never get
hold of it� Clearly� this is unfair with respect to agent b� We want to exclude such unfair
assignment of the key� This fairness requirement is indicated by a fair arc from place key
to transition t�� which is graphically represented by a white arrow
head� Technically� the
fair arc has the following e�ect When there is a token a on place requested and the token
� always �returns� to place key� then transition t� will eventually occur in mode x � a�

�We do not claim that the presented algorithm is really distributed�



The e�ect of progress transitions and fair arcs on runs of an algebraic system net will
be formalized in more detail later on� For now� it is su�cient to know that we need to
distinguish external and progress transitions and that we need fair arcs�

� Algebraic system nets

In this section we formalize algebraic system nets�

��� Basic notations

First� we introduce some notations and basic concepts from algebraic speci�cations ���	
and Petri nets ���	� The only new concept is the multiset�signature along with a cor

responding concept of a multiset�algebra In a multiset
signature we distinguish some
ground�sorts and we assign a multiset�sort to each ground
sort� In a multiset
algebra
the domain associated with a multiset
sort must be a multiset over the domain of the
corresponding ground
sort�

Sets� families� and mappings By �� IN� and IB we denote the empty set� the set of
natural numbers with �� and the set of truth values true and false� respectively� For a
set A we write a � A� if a is an element of A and a �� A otherwise� By jAj we denote
the cardinality of A� where � stands for any in�nite cardinality� The union and the
intersection of two sets A� and A� is denoted by A� � A� and A� 	 A�� respectively�
For a set A we denote the set of all non
empty �nite sequences over A by A�� For some
set I we call �Ai�i�I a family of sets� if Ai is a set for each i � I� The family �Ai�i�I is
pairwise disjoint� if for each i� j � I with i �� j� Ai 	Aj � �� For a family A � �Ai�i�I we
often use A to denote the union

S
i�I Ai�

For sets A�� � � � � An we denote the product of these sets by A� � � � � � An� By f  A� �
� � ��An 
 An�� we denote a total mapping from A� � � � ��An to An���

Multisets In contrast to sets� an element can occur multiple times in a multiset� A
multiset over a �xed set A is formalized as a mapping m  A 
 IN� The set of all
multisets over A is denoted by INA� In order to indicate syntactically that m is a multiset
we write m�a	 instead of m�a�� Then� m�a	 denotes the number of occurrences of a � A

in the multiset m�
We represent a �nite multiset by enumerating its elements in square brackets �a�� � � � � an	�
In particular� �	 denotes the empty multiset� i�e� �	�a	 � � for each a � A�
Addition m��m� of two multisets m� and m� is de�ned element
wise by �m��m���a	 �
m��a	�m��a	 for each a � A� Similarly� we de�ne the relation � on multisets bym� � m��
i� m��a	 � m��a	 for each a � A�
Sometimes it is convenient to allow in�nite multiplicity of an element in a multiset� For

mally� this can be represented as mapping m  A
 IN�f�g� the set of all multisets with

in�nite multiplicity over A is denoted by INA
�
�



For convenience we will adopt the view� that for two sets A � B each multiset m over A
is also a multiset over B with m�b	 � � for b � B nA� Similarly� we have INA � INA

�
�

Algebras and signatures A �sorted� algebra consists of a family of sets and a set of
operations on these sets� The operations of an algebra and their arity are called signature�
Formally� a signature SIG � �S�OP � consists of a �nite set S of sort symbols and a
pairwise disjoint family OP � �OPa�a�S� of operation symbols� An operation symbol
o � OPs� ���snsn�� stands for an operation from sorts s�� � � � � sn to sort sn��� In particular�
o � OPs denotes a constant of sort s � S�
For a signature SIG � �S�OP � a SIG�algebra A � ��As�s�S� �fo�o�OP � consists of a
family A � �As�s�S of sets corresponding to the sort symbols and an operation fo for
each operation symbol o � OP � For o � OPs� ���snsn�� the operation fo is a mapping
fo  As� � � � ��Asn 
 Asn��� Each set As is called a domain of the algebra�
In the following we always assume that a signature SIG has a sort symbol bool � S and
in each SIG
algebra the corresponding domain is Abool � IB�

Variables and terms For a signature SIG � �S�OP � we call a pairwise disjoint family
X � �Xs�s�S with X 	 OP � � SIG�variables �or variables when SIG is clear from the
context�� From the variables and the operation symbols of the signature we can build
terms� Each term is associated with a particular sort� The set of SIG�terms with variables

X and sort s is denoted by TSIG
s �X� and inductively de�ned by

�� Xs � TSIG
s �X��

�� For an operation symbol o � OPs� ���snsn�� and terms ui � TSIG
si

�X� for i � �� � � � � n
we have o�u�� � � � � un� � TSIG

sn��
�X��

The set of all terms �of any sort� is denoted by TSIG�X�� A term without variables is
called a ground term� We denote the set of ground terms by TSIG � TSIG��� and the set
of ground terms of sort s by TSIG

s � TSIG
s ����

Assignment and evaluation For a signature SIG � �S�OP �� SIG
variables X �
�Xs�s�S� and a SIG
algebra A � ��As�s�S� �fo�o�OP � a mapping �  X 
 A is an as�

signment� if for each s � S and x � Xs holds ��x� � As� An assignment associates
each variable with a value of the corresponding domain� For a given assignment we can
evaluate a term to a value� this is formalized as a mapping �  TSIG�X� 
 A which is
de�ned inductively over the structure of terms

�� ��x� � ��x� for x � X�

�� ��o�u�� � � � � un�� � fo���u��� � � � � ��un�� for o�u�� � � � � un� � TSIG�X��

Mapping � is called the extension of �� For an empty variable set there exits exactly
one mapping �  � 
 A� The extension � of this assignment is called evaluation since it
evaluates ground terms to values of the algebra� We will denote the evaluation by eval

when SIG and A are clear from the context�
�This view depends on a particular set�theoretic formalization of mappings� which is beyond the scope

of this paper�



Multiset�signatures and �algebras In an algebraic system net a token on a place is
an element of a domain of some algebra� Then� the multitude of tokens on a particular
place can be represented as a multiset� In order to talk about the multitude of tokens one
a place within the algebraical framework� we include the multiset over the corresponding
sort in the algebra�
To this end� we introduce multiset
signatures as particular signatures� For a signature
SIG � �S�OP � and a subset S� � S an injective mapping ms  S� 
 S associates
each ground�sort s � S� with a corresponding multiset�sort ms�s�� We call MSIG �
�S�OP�ms� a multiset�signature with ground sorts S�� A SIG
algebra A is a MSIG�

algebra� if for each ground
sort s � S�� Ams�s� � INAs � i�e� if for each ground�domain the
corresponding multiset�domain is actually a multiset over the ground
domain�
Note� that a multiset
signature MSIG � �S�OP�ms� is a specialized signature SIG �
�S�OP � and by de�nition each MSIG
algebra is a SIG
algebra� Therefore� terms� as

signments� and the evaluation are well
de�ned for multiset
signatures� too�

Example �

Here we present the multiset
signatures and multiset
algebras corresponding to the
system nets �� and �� from Fig� � and ��

�� For the system net �� we implicitly used a multiset
algebra with the following
multiset
signature MSIG� � �S�� OP ��ms�� with sorts S� � fagent � nat �
pair �msagent �mspairg� ground
sorts S�� � fagent � pairg and ms�  S�� 
 S�

with ms��agent� � msagent and ms��pair� � mspair� We used the operation
symbols ��� �� � OP �

agent pair pair� � � � � OP �
nat natnat� and M � OP �

agent natmspair

and the constant symbols � � OP �
nat� � � OP �

nat� R � OP �
msagent� and I �

OP �
msagents� Note� that we use mix�x
 and in�x
notation for the operation

symbol ��� �� and �� �� respectively� in order to get more readable terms�

For reasons which will become clear later on� we need two additional operation
symbols ��	agent � OP �

agentmsagent and ��	pair � OP �
pair mspair�

The MSIG�
algebra A� representing the network from Fig� � consists of the
sets A�

agent � fa� b� cg� A�
nat � IN and A�

pair � A�
agent�A�

nat� A
�
msagent � INA�

agent�

and A�
mspair � INA�

pair � The operation f�����  A
�
agent �A�

nat 
 A�
pair is de�ned as

expected f������x� n� � �x� n� for each x � A�
agent and n � A�

nat� The operation
f���  A�

nat �A�
nat 
 A�

nat is the usual addition on natural numbers� The oper

ation fM  A�

agent �A�
nat 
 A�

mspair is de�ned as already indicated in Sect� ���
fM�a� n� � ��b� n�� �c� n�	� fM �b� n� � ��c� n�	� and fM �a� n� � �	 for each n � IN�
We choose the constants f� � �� f� � �� fR � �a	� and fI � �b� c	�

For each ground
sort s the additional operation f��	s is de�ned by f��	s�x� � �x	
for each x � As�

In �� we use the following variables x � Xagent� and n�m � Xnat�

�� For the system net �� we used the following multiset
signature MSIG� �
�S�� OP ��ms�� with sorts S� � fagent � dot � msagent � msdotg� ground
sorts



S�� � fagent � dotg� and ms��agent� � msagent and ms��dot� � msdot� As
operation symbols we have only constant symbols A � OP �

msagent and � �
OP �

dot�

Again we introduce two additional operation symbols ��	agent � OP �
agentmsagent

and ��	pair � OP �
dot msdot�

The MSIG�
algebra A� consists of the sets A�
agent � fa� b� cg� A�

dot � f�g�

A�
msagent � INA�

agent � and A�
msdot � INA�

dot� The constants are chosen as follows
fA � �a� b� c	 and f� � ��

Again for each ground
sort s the additional operation f��	s is de�ned by f��	s�x� �
�x	 for each x � As�

In �� we use only one variable x � Xagent�

Petri nets At last� we introduce Petri nets� A net N � �P� T� F � consists of two disjoint
sets P and T and F � �P �T �� �T�P �� An element of P is called place� an element of T
is called transition� and an element of F is called arc of the net� As usual� we graphically
represent the places by circles� the transitions by squares� and the arcs by arrows between
the corresponding elements�

��� Algebraic system nets

Now� we are prepared to de�ne algebraic system nets�

De�nition � �Algebraic system nets�

LetMSIG � �S�OP�ms� be a multiset
signature with ground
sorts S�� An algebraic
system net � over MSIG consists of

�� a net N � �P� T� F ��

�� a distinguished set Te � T of external Transitions�

�� a distinguished set Ff � F 	 �P � �T n Te�� of fair arcs�

�� an MSIG
Algebra A�

�� a set of MSIG
variables X�

�� a mapping d  P 
 S�

�� a mapping w  F 
 TMSIG�X�� such that for each p � P and t � T holds
�p� t� � F implies w�p� t� � TMSIG

ms�d�p���X� and �t� p� � F implies w�t� p� �

TMSIG
ms�d�p���X�

�� a mapping g  T 
 TMSIG
bool �X�� and

�� a mapping m�  P 
 TMSIG such that m��p� � TMSIG
ms�d�p�� for each p � P �



We denote this algebraic system net by � � �N�Te� Ff �A�X� d�w� g�m��� We call N
the underlying net� T nTe the progress transitions� A the underlying MSIG�algebra�
d the sort�function� w the arc�inscription� g the guard�function� and m� the symbolic

initial marking of ��

Note� that according to this de�nition neither �� nor �� along with the corresponding alge

bra from Example � is an algebraic system net� There are inscriptions that are no terms of
a multiset
sort� but a term of a ground
sort e�g� x � TMSIG

agents�X� and �x� n� � TMSIG
pairs �X��

Since we frequently need inscriptions which correspond to singleton multisets� we intro

duce the following convention for each ground
sort s � S there is an operation symbol
��	s  s 
 ms�s� �cf� additional operations in our example�� In a MSIG
algebra the cor

responding operation f��	s maps each element of the ground
domain to the corresponding
singleton multiset� Now� if we have an inscription u �� TMSIG

ms�d�p���X�� we actually mean
�u	d�p�� Moreover� we assume that each transition� which has no inscription in its graphi

cal representation is inscribed by true and an uninscribed arc is inscribed by ��	� By this
convention both� �� and �� with the corresponding algebras A� and A� from Example ��
are algebraic system nets�
In a sense De�nition � gives the syntax of algebraic systems net� Still� the algebra is given
semantically because we want to be �exible� We can incorporate any appropriate algebraic
formalism for representing an algebra� The semantics� i�e� the runs of an algebraic system
net� will be de�ned in Sect� ���� Here� we only de�ne markings and the �ring�rule for
algebraic system nets� A marking associates with each place of an algebraic system net a
multiset of the corresponding sort�

De�nition � �Marking and initial marking�

Let MSIG be a multiset
signature and � be an algebraic system net as in Def� ��
A mapping M  P 
 INA is a marking of �� if for each place p � P holds M�p� �
INAd�p�� The marking M� with M��p� � eval�m��p�� for each p � P is called the
initial marking of ��

We de�ne the addition M� � M� of two markings place
wise �M� � M���p� �
M��p� �M��p�� The relation � on markings is de�ned by M� � M�� i� for each
p � P holds M��p� �M��p��

A mode of a transition associates a value of a domain of the algebra with each variable
of X� technically a �ring
mode is just an assignment for variables X� In a particular
mode� an arc
inscription evaluates to some multiset� A transition t may �re in mode �� if
the guard g�t� evaluates to true for � and all elements denoted by the evaluation of the
arc
inscription of each arc from p to t� are present at place p in the current marking�
We formalize the �ring
rule by associating each transition t and each mode � with a
marking �t� and a marking t�� � The marking �t� represents the elements which are
removed from the corresponding place when t �res in mode �� the marking t�� represents
the elements which are added to the corresponding place when t �res in mode ��



De�nition 	

LetMSIG be a multiset
signature and � be an algebraic system net as in Def� �� Let
t � T and � be an assignment of X in A� We de�ne the two markings �t�  P 
 INA

and t��  P 
 INA� such that for each p � P

�t��p� �

�
��w�p� t�� for �p� t� � F

�	 for �p� t� �� F

and

t�� �p� �

�
��w�t� p�� for �t� p� � F

�	 for �p� t� �� F

In a given markingM a transition t is enabled in mode �� if ��g�t�� � true and �t� �M �
Then� transition t can �re in mode �� which results in a successor marking M �� which is
uniquely characterized by M � � �t� �M � t�� � Usually� the occurrence of transition t in

mode � is denoted by M
t��

M ��

In the following we will only consider algebraic system nets
 for which �t� and t�� are
nonempty markings for each transition t and each mode �� This helps to avoid some
anomalies in the de�nition of runs �see ��	 for further explanation��

��� Runs of algebraic system nets

In this paper we are not only interested in the �ring
rule� but in processes and runs
of algebraic system nets since the concepts of progress and fairness are only sensible in
these terms� We use non
sequential runs ���� �	 since they are particularly suited for this
purpose�
Figure � shows an example of a run of the algebraic system net �� from Fig� � with
algebra A� it is a particular net with place inscriptions corresponding to the algebraic
system net� For a place p � P of the algebraic system net and an element a � Ad�p� the
inscription �p� a� represents one token a on place p�

Basic concepts Before we can formalize runs we need some prerequisites� which mainly
follow the lines of ��	�

De�nition 


Let N � �P� T� F � be a net�

�� For an element x � P � T of N we de�ne the preset of x by �x � fy �
P � T j �y� x� � Fg and the postset of x by x� � fy � P � T j �x� y� � Fg�

�� We de�ne the minimal elements of N by �N � fx � P � T j �x � �g and the
maximal elements of N by N� � fx � P � T j x� � �g�

�Maybe� we will restrict the de	nition of algebraic system nets to these systems in the future�



�� For x � P � T we de�ne the set of predecessors by � x � fy � P � T j �y� x� �
F�g� where F� denotes the transitive closure� of the �ow relation F �

The nets which are used in the de�nition of runs are called occurrence nets� An occurrence
net has two main features the �ow relation is acyclic and is not branching at places�
Moreover� each element of an occurrence net has only �nitely many predecessors� For a
detailed motivation of all features we refer to ���� �	�

De�nition � �Occurrence net�

A net K � �B�E��� is an occurrence net� if

�� �K � B and K� � B�

�� for each b � B holds j�bj � � and jb�j � �� and

�� for each b � B the set of predecessors � b is �nite and b �� � b�

For clearness� we use new symbols for places and transitions of an occurrence net� More

over� we call a place of an occurrence net a condition and a transition an event� Next we
de�ne the states of an occurrence net�

De�nition � �States of an occurrence net�

Let K � �B�E��� be an occurrence net� For subsets of conditions Q�Q� � B we
de�ne the occurrence relation 
 by Q 
 Q� i� there exists an event e � E such
that �e � Q and Q� � �Q n �e� � e�� The transitive and re�exive closure of 
 is
denoted by

�

� For Q�Q� � B we say Q� is reachable from Q� if Q

�

 Q��

A subset of conditions Q � B is a state of K� if Q is reachable from �K� The set
�K is called the initial state of K�

Processes and runs of algebraic net systems In a run each condition of the occur

rence net is associated with some place of the algebraic net system along with an element
of the corresponding domain� This is formalized as �
inscription�

De�nition  ���inscription�

Let � be an algebraic system net over a multiset
signatureMSIG as in Def� �� and
K � �B�E��� be an occurrence net� A mapping r  B 
 P �A is a ��inscription
of K� if for each b � B with r�b� � �p� a� holds a � Ad�p��

For a given �
inscription r each subset Q � B can be associated with a marking
�possibly with in�nite multiplicity�� We denote this marking by r�Q� and de�ne it
by r�Q�  P 
 INA

�
with r�Q��p��a	 � jfb � Q j r�b� � �p� a�gj�

Now� a �
inscribed occurrence net is a process of an algebraic system net �� if the initial
state corresponds to the initial marking of � according to the inscription and each event
corresponds to the �ring of a transition of � in some mode�

�Note� that we do not use the transitive and re
exive closure of F � This way� we can express acyclicity
of F by p �� � p for each place p � P



De�nition � �Process of an algebraic system net�

Let � be an algebraic system net� K � �B�E��� be an occurrence net and r be a
�
inscription of K� Then �K� r� is a process of �� if

�� r��K� �M�� where M� is the initial marking of �� and

�� for each event e � E there exists a transition t � T and a mode � such that
��g�t�� � true� r��e� � �t�� and r�e�� � t�� �

De�nition � is the canonical extension of processes ��	 to algebraic system nets� In addition
to a process a run must satisfy progress and fairness� which where informally introduced
in Sect� ���� Progress means that no enabled progress transition can be added at the
end of the process� where we consider the set of conditions K� as the end of the process�
Fairness is de�ned in a very similar way suppose at the end of a process only element a
on place p is missing to enable transition t in some mode �� moreover� suppose a occurs
in�nitely many times on place p in the considered process� then the arc �p� t� is treated
in an unfair way in this process� In a run all fair arcs must be treated in a fair way�

De�nition � �Run of an algebraic net system�

Let � be an algebraic system net and �K� r� be a process of � as in Def� �� The
process �K� r� is a run of �� if

�� for each progress transition t � T n Te� each mode � of �� and each Q � K�

such that r�Q� � �t� holds ��g�t�� � false and

�� for each fair arc �p� t� � Ff � each mode � of �� and each Q � K� such that
there exist in�nitely many b � B with r�Q � fbg� � �t� holds ��g�t�� � false

Figure � shows an example of a run of the algebraic system net �� with algebra A��

��� Algebraic net schemes

An algebraic system net is equipped with a �xed algebra� One objective for introducing
algebraic nets was to interpret a net over a class of algebras� For example� the minimal
distance algorithm from Sect� � works for an arbitrary network of agents� we can vary
the set of agents A as well as the underlying network� The structure of the network is
re�ected implicitly in the function M �
We call a net which can be interpreted over a class of algebras an algebraic net scheme� The
de�nition of an algebraic net scheme is almost identical to the de�nition of an algebraic
system net� the only di�erence is that we do not �x a particular MSIG
Algebra� but
give a class of algebras� Note� that we do not �x a formalism for representing a class of
MSIG
algebras� Again� the reason is that we want to be �exible to use any appropriate
formalism�



(quiet,a) (quiet,a)(requested,a) (critical,a)

(quiet,b) (requested,b) (critical,b) (quiet,b)

(key,  )

(quiet,c)

(key,  ) (key,  )

Figure � A run of ��

De�nition �� �Algebraic net scheme�

LetMSIG � �S�OP�ms� be a multiset
signature with ground
sorts S�� An algebraic
net scheme � over MSIG consists of

�� a net N � �P� T� F ��

�� a distinguished set Te � T of external Transitions�

�� a distinguished set Ff � F 	 �P � �T n Te�� of fair arcs�

�� a class  of MSIG
Algebras�

�� a set of MSIG
variables X�

�� a mapping d  P 
 S�

�� a mapping w  F 
 TMSIG�X�� such that for each p � P and t � T holds
�p� t� � F implies w�p� t� � TMSIG

ms�d�p���X� and �t� p� � F implies w�t� p� �

TMSIG
ms�d�p���X�

�� a mapping g  T 
 TMSIG
bool �X�� and

�� a mapping m�  P 
 TMSIG such that m��p� � TMSIG
ms�d�p�� for each p � P �

We denote the algebraic net scheme by � � �N�Te� Ff � �X� d�w� g�m���

The semantics of an algebraic net scheme is a class of algebraic system nets� an element
of this class is called a model of �� The de�nition is straight forward�

De�nition ��

Let MSIG be multiset
signature and � � �N�Te� Ff � �X� d�w� g�m�� an algebraic
net scheme over MSIG� Let A �  � then � � �N�Te� Ff �A�X� d�w� g�m�� is a
model of ��



Note� that we do not de�ne the concepts of a marking� a �ring
rule� or a run for algebraic
net schemes� The only purpose of an algebraic net scheme is to characterize a class of
algebraic system nets � and to help to verify properties which this class has in common
�cf� ���	��

� Conclusion

We have de�ned algebraic system nets in a style similar to ���	� but which allow �exible arc

weights� In a sense� an algebraic system net can be considered as a special representation
of a coloured net ���� ��	� Yet a particularly nice one� which allows an almost seamless
transition from modelling a single system to modelling a class of systems�
In addition to the �ring
rule� we have de�ned the semantics of an algebraic system net
in terms of their runs� This way we took care of progress and fairness� which are funda

mental concepts for concisely modelling distributed algorithms� Our concept of algebraic
nets was very much inspired by the work of Vautherin and Reisig ���� ��	� because we
were heading for �exible arc
weights we could not keep up the strict separation between
ground
sorts and multiset
sorts � we must allow �user
de�ned� functions on multiset do

mains� Moreover� we do not insist on a particular kind of formalism for a syntactical
representation of an algebra in order to achieve some �exibility and independence from
a particular formalism from algebraic speci�cations� We have already proposed a similar
formalism for algebraic nets ���	 which is presented in a slightly more semantical way� e�g�
the concept of signatures was only used implicitly� Here� we have chosen to use signatures
explicitly in order to provide a clear interface to algebraic speci�cations�
Arguing about a class of systems rather than about one �xed system has been one motiva

tion for algebraic nets from the �rst beginning ���� �	� Our notion of algebraic net schemes
seems to be particularly suited for representing distributed network algorithms �cf� ���	�
essentially� each agent in the network performs the same algorithm� therefore� all agents
can be folded to one net with the same structure� The structure of the communication

network is re�ected in the algebra and not in structure of the underlying net� This allows
to verify a distributed algorithm for arbitrary �or a particular kind of� communication
networks� The presentation of these veri�cation techniques is beyond the scope of this
paper� they can be found in ���� ��	�
The distinction of algebraic net schemes and algebraic system nets is fundamental� Never

theless� it is only a slight technical di�erence �we replace �algebra� by �class of algebras� in
the de�nition�� In fact one can verify a distributed algorithm for a class of communication

networks without explicitly using algebraic net schemes in the following mathematical
style

We start �Let A be a MSIG
Algebra with such and such properties�� Then
we do the veri�cation by using the assumptions on the �xed algebra� We end
with �Therefore� we have shown that the algorithm works for all algebras with
such and such properties��

This shows that one can deal with schemes on a mathematical level without an explicit
de�nition� We have chosen to introduce both concepts explicitly for two reasons First�



we wanted to elaborate on this fundamental di�erence� Second� we want to provide a
clear interface to the theory of algebraic speci�cations on both levels� algebraic system
nets and algebraic net schemes� In fact� algebraic speci�cations have better techniques to
deal with classes of algebras than with a single algebra�
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